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a b s t r a c t
The properties and thermal stability of thin films and nano-multilayers (NMLs) are generally governed by
the in-depth stress (strain) gradients rather than the average stress state. The effect of strain gradient
variation in Cu/W NMLs on the thermal stability between 400 and 800 °C was investigated. The strain
distribution in the NML stacks was varied by combining Cu/W bilayers with different Cu and W thicknesses of either 3 or 10 nm. A recently developed method based on in-plane grazing X-ray diffraction
was adopted to extract the strain depth profiles. In addition, the evolution of the average stress in the
Cu/W NMLs during growth was monitored by an in-situ wafer curvature technique. The mean residual
stresses in Cu and W were found to be independent of the disposition of the different Cu/W bilayer substacks. On the contrary, the strain depth profile of the W nanolayers was found to strongly depend on the
disposition of Cu/W bilayer substacks in the Cu/W NML, which resulted in different Cu outflow characteristics upon annealing. Moreover, application of different Cu/W bilayer units within the NML stack also
provides an innovative pathway for producing Cu/W nanocomposites with graded thermal and mechanical properties.
Ó 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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can be varied [14]. However, the microstructural evolution in Cu/
W NMLs could only be correlated to the mean values of the residual
stresses in the Cu and W nanolayers during different stages of
annealing. Evidently, the NML-to-NC transformation and, particularly, the directional surface outflow of Cu, will depend on the distribution of stresses (or elastic strains) in the NML volume (i.e. on
the stress gradients) rather than on the averaged magnitude of
the residual stress. In general, the stress measurement in NMLs is
done on an average scale, without taking into account the variation
through the depth of the NML. Although the presence of nonuniform strain gradients in single and multiple microlayers is
known to exist (e.g. in Cu/W multilayers [39]), its assessment
and measurements in the nanometer size systems represent a difficult task. The influence of multilayer design on residual stress
gradients has only been reported for micrometer scale multilayers
[40].
In the present study, Cu/W NMLs with specific graded bilayer
structure consisted of Cu and W nanolayers with different thicknesses are designed in order to tailor the residual stress (strain)
distribution. To our knowledge, for the first time, the in-depth
strain gradient (strain depth distribution) in Cu/W multilayers
with nanometer-scaled layers is measured and its effect on the
NML-to-NC transformation is reported. The stress/strain state in
deposited Cu/W NMLs is comprehensively studied by a combined
experimental-modelling approach. The average strain distribution
in the confined W nanolayers across the depth of the Cu/W NML
is experimentally resolved by modelling experimental strain depth
profiles as measured by in-plane X-ray diffraction (XRD). The corresponding average residual stresses in the Cu and W nanolayers
are also derived ex situ by from conventional out-of-plane XRD.
In addition, the evolution of the average residual stress in the Cu/
W NMLs during the deposition process is monitored in situ from
the change in substrate curvature. The differences in the NML
microstructural evolutions upon high-temperature annealing
could thus be related to the different strain distributions. The study
elucidates how the strain depth distribution in Cu/W NMLs can be
varied to tailor the amount of Cu surface outflow as exploited for
e.g. joining applications [27]. On the other hand, it is shown that
the thermal degradation of Cu/W NMLs with a graded bilayer
design can be considered as the novel technique for producing
Cu/W NCs with a graded bulk microstructure and ad-hoc mechanical and thermal expansion properties. The proposed graded structure design of Cu/W NMLs and the presented method for the
derivation of the strain gradient allows the design and fabrication
of functional NMLs and NCs for industrial applications.

1. Introduction
Nano-multilayers (NMLs) are functional architectures which
combine nanometer size layers, whose physical properties can be
tailored by smart microstructural and interfacial design [1]. These
nanomaterials are of great scientific and technological interest,
since their nanolaminated architecture offers very flexible design
criteria to achieve a unique combination of optical [2,3], magnetic
[4,5], mechanical properties [6–8], thermal and electronic conductivity for microelectronic devices [9] and radiation tolerance [10].
For example, specific NML designs with patterned metallic surface
nanostructures can be established by variation of the growth
parameters, followed by a selected sequence of post-growth treatments, such as thermal annealing [11–14] in combination with a
laser treatment [15] or mechanical nano-indentation [16] of the
NML surface. As-deposited NML systems typically exhibit a metastable state due to the intrinsically high density of internal interfaces (i.e. grain and phase boundaries associated with an excess
Gibbs energy) [17], high residual stresses [14] and nonequilibrium defect concentrations [18].
In particular, residual stresses play one of the major roles in
determining mechanical instabilities, failure and reliability issues
of these nanomaterials [19]. The main scientific challenge here is
that the residual stress distribution is normally not homogeneous
across the NML depth (e.g. Ref. [20]), so the stress (strain) gradients
dominantly control the functional properties and ultimate performance of NMLs in applications. Intrinsic sources of the residual
stress gradients in thin films include those due to the system’s
microstructure, or those originating from defects during film deposition, self-organization phenomena during grain-growth and post
deposition treatments [21]. Thermal energy by e.g. hightemperature annealing can add extrinsic sources of stress associated with thermal expansion mismatch between constituent materials.
The
microstructural
evolution
towards
a
bulk
thermodynamic equilibrium state triggered kinetically by e.g.
high-temperature annealing is governed by the relaxation of the
non-uniform strain distribution. Adjusting the initial NML
microstructure in order to control the stress depth distribution is
one of the key challenges for achieving a stable microstructure
with the desired functional properties.
Among the metallic NMLs, due to the high mechanical strength
[22] and fracture toughness [23], radiation tolerance [24,25], combined with the excellent thermal conductivity [9], Cu/W NMLs
received a lot of attention in industrial applications [26,27]. In particular, the microstructural transformations upon thermal annealing have been intensively studied for immiscible Cu/W NMLs
[14,28–30]. To this end, a high-temperature annealing step is performed to transform the Cu/W NML into a functional nanocomposite (NC) [14,28,29]. The temperature range of the NML-to-NC
transformation varies from 700 to 800 °C, depending on the compressive in-plane residual stresses and defect structure
[14,30,31]. The NML-to-NC transformation is preceded by the outflow of Cu to the NML surface and subsequent thermal grooving of
W/W grain boundaries [28]. The thermal grooving of grain boundaries is a typical mechanism of degradation of the nanolaminated
architecture, as also observed for e.g. Cu/Mo [32], Ag/Ni [17,33],
Ag/Fe [34], Cu/Co [34,35], Cu/Nb [36], Cu/Ag [37] NML systems.
The directional outflow of Cu to the NML surface at the onset of
the NML-to-NC transformation (in the temperature range of 400–
600 °C) partially relaxes the large residual compressive stresses
in the as-deposited Cu/W NML, creating a discrete pattern of Cu
nanocrystals on the surface [14,28,30,38].
By changing the individual nanolayer thicknesses, it was shown
that the Cu outflow correlates with the magnitude of the mean
residual stresses in nanolayers in the as-deposited state, which

2. Experimental methods
2.1. Sample preparation
Cu/W NMLs were deposited at room temperature on
10  10 mm2 polished a-Al2O3 (0001) single-crystalline wafer substrates (i.e. sapphire-C wafers) of 500 and 330 lm thickness by
magnetron sputtering (MS) in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber (base
pressure < 10 8 mbar) from two confocally arranged, unbalanced
magnetrons equipped with targets of pure W (99.95%) and pure
Cu (99.99%). Before insertion in the sputter chamber, the sapphire
substrates were ultrasonically cleaned using acetone and ethanol.
Prior to deposition, possible surface contamination on the aAl2O3 (0 0 0 1) substrate was removed by Ar+ sputter cleaning
for 5 min applying an RF Bias of 100 V at a working pressure of
1.6  10 2 mbar. NML deposition was carried out at a working
pressure of 5  10 3 mbar. First, a 25 nm thick W buffer layer
was deposited on the sputter-cleaned substrate. Next, Cu/W NML
2
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The sputter deposition chamber is equipped with a multi-beam
optical stress sensor (MOSS) system (k-space Associates) for in situ
measurement of the substrate curvature during thin-film growth.
In this setup, a 3  3 array of laser beams is directed to the substrate surface under a (near-)normal incidence angle. The distance
between the incident spots of the laser beams in the array was in
the range of 1 mm. The real time evolution of the stressthickness product (the force per unit width), as given by the product between the average stress and film thickness according to
the well-known Stoney’s equation [46], was calculated from the
change in the average spacing between adjacent laser spots in
the array. The MOSS system has a typical curvature resolution of
about 3  10 4 m 1. For more details see Refs. [47–49].

configurations were fabricated using two different types of bilayer
(TTB) thicknesses, as follows. The first TTB configuration consisted
of 10 repetitions of a 10 nm Cu/3 nm W bilayer deposited on top of
the buffer layer, followed by 10 repetitions of a 3 nm Cu/3 nm W
bilayer (Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W}). The second TTB configuration consisted of 10 repetitions of a 3 nm Cu/3 nm W bilayer on top
of the buffer layer followed by 10 repetitions of a 10 nm
Cu/3 nm W bilayer (Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W}). In addition,
NML configuration with only one type of bilayer (OTB) thickness
were fabricated for comparison. One OTB configuration consisted
of 20 repetitions of a 10 nm Cu/3 nm W bilayer on top of the W
buffer layer (Sub + {10Cu/3W}). Moreover, a pure W thin (polycrystalline) film with a thickness of 200 nm was deposited on the aAl2O3 (0 0 0 1) substrate. The NMLs with TTB, as deposited on
the 500 lm thick substrates, were isothermally annealed for
100 min at various temperatures in the range of 400–800 °C under
high vacuum conditions (<10 5 mbar), while applying a heating
rate of 20 K/min. The samples, as investigated for the in situ stress
curvature, were deposited with the same conditions listed above,
on a 330 lm thick sapphire substrates.

3. Graded Cu/W multilayer design
Cu/W NMLs are known to accumulate large residual in-plane
compressive stresses in the Cu and W nanolayers during magnetron sputtering: the magnitude varies from ~
2.5 GPa
to ~ 0.6 GPa in Cu and from ~ 6.8 GPa to ~ 3.0 GPa in W,
depending on the individual nanolayer thickness [14] and deposition conditions [38]. The total residual stress acting on each nanolayer after deposition is the result of the superposition of various
types of stress contributions, such as interface stress [50], coherency stress (misfit of interplanar distances between adjacent
nanolayers), deposition stress [51] and thermal stress (by the difference in thermal expansion coefficient between Cu, W and the
sapphire substrate).
The interface stress f represents the work to deform a unit of
pre-existed area of interface by a unit strain [50]. This implies that
the Cu/W interface stress f in Cu/W NMLs deposited under identical conditions is an intrinsic property of the Cu/W interface with a
specific crystallographic orientation relationship (COR); in other
words, the interface stress should not depend on the Cu and W
bilayer thicknesses. The relative contribution of the interface stress
to the total stress in the NML system increases with decreasing
bilayer thickness [50]. The interface stress for (1 1 1)Cu/(1 1 0)W
interfaces (using the model developed by Ruud et al. [52]) was
experimentally derived and found to be 11.25 J/m2 (in thin films
interface stress is considered as force per width N/m), which is typically presented with the J/m2 dimension) for a COR according to
Cu{1 1 1} <–1 0 1>||W{1 1 0} <–1 1 1> (as taken isotropic along
the principle directions, i.e. f11 = f22 = f, f12(21) = 0) [14]. This interface stress value is strikingly larger than the reported interface
stress in other material systems, such as Ag/Ni (–2.27 J/m2) [52],
Ag/Cu (–3.19 J/m2) [53] and Ag/Fe (–1.80 J/m2) [54]. Note that a
positive f value is balanced by a bulk compressive stress in the
adjoined nanolayers, whereas a negative f value is compensated
by a tensile stress in the adjoined nanolayers.
As shown in Refs. [14,29], the NML-to-NC transition proceeds
after relaxation of the compressive stresses in the W nanolayers,
which sets in at a temperature in the range of 750–900 °C. The
residual stresses in the Cu nanolayers already relax at much lower
temperatures in the range of 400–500 °C by diffusion creep
[14,28,29]. The in-depth stress gradient across the as-deposited
NML stack (from more compressive at the substrate/NML interface
to less compressive towards the free NML surface) drives the directional diffusion of Cu towards the NML surface, resulting in the formation of Cu surface particles. However, as evidenced by crosssectional imaging below such Cu surface particles [14], not all the
underlying Cu nanolayers contribute to the diffusion creep process.
Roughly, half of the NML structure underneath remains intact (Fig. 6
in Ref. [14]); stress relaxation in these bottom nanolayers has predominantly occurred by dislocation creep, which typically dominates at low homologous temperatures and high stress levels

2.2. Characterization methods
Cross-sectional cuts of the as-deposited and annealed NMLs
were prepared by a Hitachi IM4000Ar ion milling system (acceleration voltage of 6 kV, discharge voltage of 1.5 kV, a swing angle
of ± 30°). Planar and cross-sectional imaging was performed by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis using a Hitachi S4800 instrument.
A Bruker D8 Discover X-ray diffractometer operating in BraggBrentano geometry with Cu Ka1,2 radiation at 40 kV/40 mA was
used to measure the mean residual stress in point focus geometry.
Stress analysis was carried out using the Crystallite Group Method
(CGM) [41], suitable for highly textured systems (deposited Cu/W
NMLs possess a pronounced in-plane and out-of-plane Cu{1 1 1} <–
1 0 1>||W{1 1 0} <–1 1 1 > texture [14,28,29]). Multiple reflections
belonging to the Cu <1 1 –2> and W <1 –2 1> crystallite groups
were selected for stress analysis. All annealed NMLs were measured ex situ after cooling down to room temperature (RT).
The experimental analyses of the residual W strain depth profiles
in the thin film and NMLs were performed by in-plane grazing incidence diffraction (IP-GID) using a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer
(Cu Ka1,2 radiation). The diffractometer is equipped with the X-ray
tube rotated, such that the diffraction vector lies parallel to the
NML (film) surface, which allows to access reflections of crystallographic lattice planes that are normal to the surface (for more details
about IP-GID technique see Refs. [42–44]). The in-plane diffraction
scans used for the stress profile analysis contain all the W reflections
perpendicular to the {1 1 0} plane. For the case of a Cu thin film with a
pronounced {1 1 1} texture, only the Cu (2 2 0) reflection is assessable by in-plane diffraction. However, due to the overlapping of
the Cu (2 2 0) with the W (2 1 1) reflections, the respective strain profile of Cu in the Cu/W NMLs could not be derived.
The in-plane scans were acquired at different incident angles to
maximize the contribution at the different depths below the NML
surface. The strain depth profiles were derived from the experimental data by an opportune modelling procedure, developed by
Cancellieri et al. [45]. The strain depth profile is extracted by fitting
the experimental IP-GID data with the direct Laplace transform of a
generic series (power series), whose coefficients are adjusted by a
least squares method. The W strain depth profiles were derived
accordingly for the following configurations: as-deposited Sub + {
10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W} NML, as-deposited and post-annealed (at
600 °C) Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} NML, as-deposited
Sub + {10Cu/3W} NML, 200 nm think W thin film. Details of the fitting procedure are presented in Supplementary materials, Part I.
3
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nanolayers by diffusion creep in the form of Cu surface outflow.
Fig. 2 shows representatives NML surface areas with Cu outflow
after annealing of the TTB NMLs in the temperature range of
400–600 °C. For both types of investigated TTB NMLs, the shape
of Cu surface crystals evolves from faceted whiskers to spherelike particles with increasing annealing temperature, as previously reported for OTB NMLs in Ref. [14]; the size and amount
of Cu surface particles also increases with increasing annealing
temperature. After annealing at 400 °C, the density of Cu particles on the NML surface is nearly equal for both TTB NML types.
However, after annealing at the temperatures of 500 and 600 °C,
there is a dramatic increase in the amount of Cu surface particles
for the Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} NML. Such a thermal activation of the Cu outflow process is typical for stress relaxation
by diffusion creep. For comparison the SEM image of the surface
of Sub + {10Cu/3W} NML with OTB annealed at 600 °C is presented, where it can be seen that the amount of Cu particles is
sufficiently smaller. Thus, the presence of thinner 3 nm
Cu/3 nm W bilayers in the bottom stack intensifies the outflow
of Cu atoms from the upper 10 nm Cu/3 nm W bilayer
stack. The Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W} NMLs, as constituted
of thicker 10 nm Cu/3 nm W bilayers in the bottom stack, show
the opposite behavior. Increasing the annealing temperature to
700 °C results in the disappearance of Cu surface particles;
they dissolve and diffuse back to the NML interior, as accompanied by the degradation of NML, as previously observed for OTB
NMLs [14].

[55,56]. Hence, stress relaxation in the Cu nanolayers at the onset of
the NML-to-NC transformation by diffusion creep competes with
dislocation creep. The Cu surface outflow kinetics will thus depend
on the depth distribution of residual stresses (strains) in the asdeposited NML. For instance, a lower magnitude of residual stresses
in the upper part of the NML is expected to enhance the contribution to stress relaxation by diffusion creep (as compared to the dislocation creep contribution). The respective stress (elastic strain)
gradient from the bottom (more compressive) to the top (less compressive) of the NML will also be steeper, resulting in a higher driving force for directional Cu outflow. The contribution of interface
stress to the total stress will be larger for thinner nanolayers [57].
Hence, the distribution of residual stresses (elastic strains) across
the NML thickness can be tailored by smart variation of the bilayer
thicknesses in the NML stack and studied experimentally from the
Cu outflow characteristics after post-annealing. The schematic layout and cross-sectional images of the as-deposited NMLs with different bilayer thicknesses are presented in Fig. 1.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Microstructural evolution of Cu/W NMLs upon high-temperature
annealing
4.1.1. Cu outflow characteristics
As discussed in Section 3, thermal annealing activates residual
stress relaxation (plastic strain increment) in the upper Cu

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the investigated TTB Cu/W NMLs, also showing a representation of the expected distribution of bulk stresses as function of depth below
the NML surface (as governed by the interface stress) on the left. Secondary electron micrographs of representative Cu/W NMLs are shown on the right.
4
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Fig. 2. SEM images of the TTB NML surfaces after thermal annealing at 400 – 600 °C and of the Sub + {10Cu/3W} NML surface after thermal annealing at 600 °C. Insets display
high-magnification images of Cu surface particles to show their typical shape at each annealing temperature.

a 3Cu/3W OTB NML has been earlier observed: see Fig. 3a in Ref.
[14].
Notably, as for the OTB NMLs [14], the formation of the NC
microstructure is accompanied by the appearance of pores/voids
(see inserts in upper panels in Fig. 3). Such pore formation was also
revealed by Vüllers et al. [58] during the decomposition of Cu/W
supersaturated solid solution films. This phenomenon can be
attributed to the partial reestablishment of coherency stresses in
the contacting Cu and W phases during the NML-to-NC transformation. Namely, as follows from the conventional Griffith arguments for crack nucleation and propagation [59], the creation of
inner pores (i.e., of extra surface area) in the Cu/W nanocomposite
can partially relax the misfit strain energy of the newly formed Cu/
W interfaces. The associated overall decrease of the misfit energy
compensates for the associated increase of the Cu surface energy.
In particular, Zhdanov et al. in Ref. [60] proposed this as an alternative explanation for nanopore formation in oxidized metal
nanoparticles (instead of the well-known Kirkendall effect).

4.1.2. The NML-to-NC transition
Upon thermal treatment at T  800 °C, both TTB NMLs undergo
complete degradation of their nanolaminated structure; i.e. thermal grooving of W/W grain boundaries, pinching-off of Cu and W
nanolayers and spheroidization of residual W nanolayer fragments
embedded in a Cu matrix. These observations are consistent with
the previously reported NML-to-NC transformation in Cu/W OTB
NMLs [14,28]. Remarkably, traces of the initial microstructure of
the Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W} and Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3
W} NMLs are kept during the NML-to-NC transformation: i.e. NCs
with a nonuniform microstructure are formed. The crosssectional secondary electron micrographs in Fig. 3 (lower panels)
indicate that the borders between the original {3Cu/3W} and
{10Cu/3W} substacks (dashed line) are preserved after the NC
transformation. Hence, during the initial stage of the NML-to-NC
transformation, the {3Cu/3W} and {10Cu/3W} substacks evolve
independently. Undoubtedly, it is expected that much longer
annealing times (100 min) should eventually lead to a homogenization of the NC microstructure.
Both TTB NMLs interact differently with the thick W buffer layer
at the bottom of the NML stack. For the Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10C
u/3W} NML (lower panel of Fig. 3b), the buffer layer volume
increases due to the inward diffusion of W atoms from the
degraded 3 nm Cu/3 nm W bilayers. On the contrary, for the
Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W} NML, the W buffer layer is conserved, as reflected by a sharp boundary plane between the W buffer layer and the NML stack (lower panel of Fig. 3a). A similar
interaction of the NML stack with the bottom W buffer layer for

4.2. Residual stresses in as-deposited and annealed Cu/W NMLs
4.2.1. Stress evolution during NML growth
Wafer curvature measurements by the MOSS system are typically reported as the stress-thickness product as function of the
total thickness [21]. Accordingly, in Fig. 4a-c, the in situ stress evolution of the Cu and W nanolayers during each successive deposition step are presented as the stress-thickness product versus the
total NML thickness. The stress-thickness product is directly pro5
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Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of cross-sections (lower panel, backscattered electron image) and respective surfaces (upper panel, secondary electron image) of the TTB Cu/W NMLs
after 800 °C annealing, indicative of the NML-to-NC transition. The dashed horizontal lines in the lower panels indicate the positions of the boundary planes between the
{3Cu/3W} and {10Cu/3W} bilayer substacks and the W buffer layer. Insets in upper panels are magnified images, evidencing pore/void formation in the formed NCs.

Fig. 4. The evolution of the stress-thickness product during alternating deposition steps of the Cu and W nanolayers for the Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} TTB (a),
Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W} TTB (b), Sub + {10Cu/3W} OTB (c) NMLs. In (d) the stress-thickness product curves of NMLs are compared with the stress-thickness product
curves for Cu and W single-layer growth.
6
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for the deposition of the {10Cu/3W} substack in the {Sub + {10C
u/3W} + {3Cu/3W} NML (Fig. 4b); however, subsequent deposition
of the {3Cu/3W} substack induces a compressive incremental
stress contribution with increasing thickness instead of a levelling
off of the incremental stress. This is probably related to the larger
residual stress due to interface stress for thinner layers (3 nm
Cu/3 nm W) which act as a force on the bottom nanolayers. These
findings nicely illustrate the possibility for tailoring accumulated
growth stresses in Cu/W NMLs by controlled variation of the
bilayer thicknesses.
In Fig. 4d, the stress-thickness curves of the TTB and OTB NMLs
are compared with the ones obtained for single Cu and W nanolayers. Evidently, the evolution of the stress-thickness curves for the
Cu/W NMLs is initially similar to that of the pure W layer, since
the first stage of deposition is associated with the deposition of a
25 nm thick W buffer layer, resulting in an average compressive
growth stress of ~ 1.3 GPa. However, as soon as the first Cu nanolayer deposition step is performed, the incremental compressive
stress levels off and the stress-thickness curves of the TTB and
OTB Cu/W NMLs become very similar to that of the Cu single layer.
On the contrary, continued deposition of pure W (beyond a thickness of 25 nm) results in a further accumulation of compressive
growth stresses. These results clearly indicate that the stress evolution for the deposition of the Cu/W NMLs is governed by plastic
deformation in the Cu nanolayers during each successive Cu nanolayer deposition step. This can be attributed to the lower yield
strength of the Cu nanolayers, so the majority of dislocation loops
are formed and glide in these nanolayers rather than in the stiffer
W nanolayers, relaxing the average stress in the NML. This is also
consistent with the independence of the average stress on the position of 3 nm Cu/3 nm W bilayers, since the relaxation is governed
solely by the total amount of Cu phase in a NML stack.

portional to the substrate curvature (through the Stoney equation
[46]) in function of the NML thickness [21]. To be noted, in the
inset in Fig. 4a, the peak hump during the W layer growth is clearly
visible and it is the indication of Vollmer-Weber or island growth
[61], associated with the grain nucleation, zipping and coarsening
resulting in a compressive-tensile-compressive stress curve. There
is a similarity among all the derived curves: the stress-thickness
product is always negative, independent on the total NML thickness, which implies the generation of an overall compressive stress
during the Cu/W NML deposition process. The similar compressive
stress of Cu/W NML was obtained by substrate curvature method
in Ref. [62] indicating average growth stress values in the range
of 1.5 GPa to 3.2 GPa, depending on the thicknesses of nanolayers. Although the overall stress in the Cu/W NMLs is compressive,
the change in the stress-thickness product during the alternating
Cu and W deposition steps (further denoted as the incremental
stress) differs. The deposition of the Cu nanolayers, on the one
hand, is associated with the addition of a negative incremental
stress (negative slope), corresponding to a compressive stress contribution. The deposition of the W nanolayers, on the other hand,
results in the addition of a positive incremental stress (positive
slope), implying an additive tensile stress contribution (see inset
in Fig. 4a). Alternating deposition steps of the Cu and W nanolayers
thus result in small oscillations of the stress-thickness curve, as
indicated by the inset in Fig. 4a. The evolution of the average stress
in the investigated NMLs (as derived from the stress-thickness values multiplied by thickness) is shown in Fig. S3a-c in Supplementary materials, Part II. For each grown NML, the final magnitude of
the average compressive stress is relatively small (~ 0.3 GPa). This
implies that the growth stress in the NML, on average, decreases
with increasing number of Cu/W bilayer repetitions. It can be
attributed to the minor influence of the substrate constraint to dislocation slip in the newly-formed nanolayers, thereby promoting
the plastic deformation to relax the major part of elastic strain in
nanolayers.
For the Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} NML (Fig. 4a), the deposition of the 10 nm Cu/3 nm W bilayers on top of the 3 nm
Cu/3 nm W bilayers leads to a gradual decrease of the slope of
the stress-thickness curve (i.e. a decrease of the additive compressive stress contribution) towards zero; i.e. the incremental stress
becomes negligible. This suggests either stress relaxation or the
presence of stress (elastic strain) gradients across the NML thickness [21]. On the contrary, for the Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W}
NML (Fig. 4b), the change of the bilayer deposition parameters
(from 10 nm Cu/3 nm W to 3 nm Cu/3 nm W) causes an initial
increase of the slope of the stress-thickness curve, which levels
off after ~8 deposited bilayer units (out of 10): compare white
dashed lines in Fig. 4a and 4b. Strikingly, the enhanced incremental
stress during deposition of the {3Cu/3W} substack results in an
average compressive stress comparable to the final average compressive stress in the Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} NML (see
Fig. 3Sd in Supplementary materials, Part II). This suggests that
the average stress level obtained after the TTB NML deposition process does not depend on the position of 3 nm Cu/3 nm W bilayers
in the NML stack, but is primarily determined by the number of
3 nm Cu/3 nm W bilayers in the substack. Important to note is that
the recorded stress-thickness curves are frozen after deposition;
i.e. no stress relaxation is observed after the deposition flux is
stopped.
Notably, the stress-thickness product evolution of the
Sub + {10Cu/3W} OTB NML (Fig. 4c) is different from the TTB NMLs.
A maximum average compressive stress is reached at a total thickness of ~ 150 nm. For larger thicknesses, a tensile incremental
stress contribution is found and, consequently, the average compressive stress evolves towards zero. The same trend (i.e. an incremental compressive stress with increasing thickness) is observed

4.2.2. Mean residual stress by XRD
Fig. 5 shows the mean residual stresses in the Cu and W
nanolayers for the Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W} and Sub + {3C
u/3W} + {10Cu/3W} TTB NMLs in their as-deposited state, as well
as after thermal treatment at different temperatures, as derived
by ex situ XRD. In the as-deposited state, the residual compressive
stresses in the W nanolayers are very similar for the Sub + {10C
u/3W} + {3Cu/3W} and Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} NMLs. The
average residual compressive stress in the W nanolayers decreases
with increasing annealing temperature and levels off when
approaching the NML-to-NC transition temperature of about
800 °C; the behavior is similar for both types of TTB NMLs.
A different behavior is observed for the Cu nanolayers. In the asdeposited state, the Cu nanolayers in the Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3C
u/3W} NML are a bit more compressed (~ 1 GPa) as compared
to the Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} NML (~ 0.5 GPa). A tensile
stress resides in the Cu nanolayers after the annealing at
T  400 °C. It may be assumed that the stresses in the Cu nanolayers are fully relaxed at T  400 °C and thus a tensile residual stress
is induced in the Cu nanolayers upon cooling down to room temperature (since Cu has a much larger thermal expansion coefficient
as compared to W [29]). In addition, high temperature annealing
enhances the coherency of the Cu/W interfaces (with a COR according to Cu{1 1 1} <–1 0 1>||W{1 1 0} <–1 1 1>), which also result in a
higher residual tensile coherency stress in Cu after cooling down to
room temperature. In general, residual stresses in Cu nanolayers
are considerably smaller than in W nanolayers, what is also proved
by the experimental results on residual stresses in Cu/W multilayers presented elsewhere Ref. [38]. Large magnitudes of compressive stresses (units of GPa) are also typical in W nanolayers [62,63].
It can be concluded that the mean values of the residual stresses
in Cu and W nanolayers after cooling down from the annealing
temperature to room temperature are independent on the arrange7
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ment of {3Cu/3W} and {10Cu/3W} bilayer blocks in the NML
volume.
4.2.3. The strain depth profiles in W nanolayers across the NML
thickness
While the XRD-derived mean stresses in the W nanolayers are
similar for both graded TTB Cu/W NMLs, distinct differences are
found in the derived strain depth profiles. In Fig. 6a the derived
W strain depth profiles are presented for the as-deposited Sub +
{10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W}, Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} and
Sub + {10Cu/3W} NMLs. The strain depth profile of the pure W thin
film is shown for comparison. Unfortunately, the corresponding
strain profiles of Cu could not be derived (due to the overlapping
of the Cu(2 2 0) with the W(2 1 1) reflections; see Section 2). The
W strain depth profiles in the NMLs and the W thin film show
the largest magnitude of (compressive) strain at their interfaces
with the sapphire substrate; the strain decreases with decreasing
depth with respect to the outer surface. The similar profile shapes
have been earlier reported in thin films, e.g. TiW [64], TiN [65].
Large values of residual stress (strain) at the substrate surface were
also found in TiN/SiOx [20], Ti/TiAlN [40] multilayers. The profile in
the Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} NML resembles a slightly-curved
parabolic function, whereas the profile of the Sub + {10Cu/3W} +
{3Cu/3W} NML has a strongly-curved parabolic shape with a larger
W strain in the NML interior (instead of at the interface). Hence,
the shape of the W strain depth profile depends on the arrangement of {3Cu/3W} and {10Cu/3W} bilayer blocks in the NML volume, in contrast to the mean values of residual W stress (Fig. 5).
The shapes of the strain depth profiles for the Sub + {10Cu/3W}
and Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W} NMLs are very similar; for the
Sub + {10Cu/3W}, the W nanolayers are just more compressively
strained across the NML thickness. The Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3C
u/3W} NML can be considered as a Sub + {10Cu/3W} NML with
thinner Cu nanolayers in the upper part of the NML stack.
This suggests that the shape of the strain depth profiles is
mainly defined by the thicknesses of the Cu and W nanolayers in
the bottom of the NML stack (adjacent to the NML/substrate interface), whereas the magnitude of the compressive strain levels is
governed by the thicknesses of the Cu and W nanolayers in the rest

Fig. 5. Mean residual stresses in the Cu and W nanolayers for the Sub + {10Cu/
3W} + {3Cu/3W} and Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} TTB NMLs, as measured ex situ
at room temperature and as derived by the CGM model. Error bars for the mean
stress values are derived from the linear fit of the lattice parameter as a function of
sin2 w.

Fig. 6. The derived W strain depth profiles in the Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W}, Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W}, Sub + {10Cu/3W} NMLs (substrate thickness 500 lm), as well as
in a pure W thin film. In (a) the strain depth profiles of the TTB and OTB NMLs, as well as of the W thin film, are presented; in (b) the strain depth profiles of the Sub + {3Cu/
3W} + {10Cu/3W} TTB NML in the as-deposited state and after annealing at 600 °C (measured ex situ) are compared. Details of the applied method for deriving the strain
depth profiles are given in the Supplementary material, Part I.
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the derived shapes of depth profiles of strain in W nanolayers
strongly relies on the disposition of Cu/W bilayer blocks in the
NML volume. This confirms that experimental studies of the average stress state in thin films and NMLs by conventional XRD methods generally cannot disclose the true effect of residual stresses/
strains i.e. stress/strain gradients on e.g. the film integrity or reactivity and that the multilayer design is paramount in tailoring the
strain profile. The obtained W strain depth profile in a multilayer
architecture is also unlike the one of a W single layer of similar
thickness.
It was experimentally derived that the shape of strain depth
profiles (the curvature of the parabolic profiles) depends on the
arrangement of Cu and W nanolayers with different thicknesses
across the NML depth. Thus, the strain depth distribution in Cu/
W NML can be shaped by a smart design of the disposition of
bilayer substacks. Moreover, upon annealing in the temperature
range of 400–600 °C, Cu surface outflow was found to be dependent on the shape of strain depth profiles. Hence, the design of
the bilayer blocks arrangement in the NML volume can be considered as the tool to tailor the surface outflow, as envisaged for dedicated and functionalized high-temperature joining applications
[27].
The NML-to-NC (nano-multilayer-to-nanocomposite) transformation (upon annealing at 800 °C) results in an inhomogeneous
NC structure, which resembles a fingerprint of the original Cu/W
bilayer substacks. The proposed graded bilayer configuration of
Cu/W NMLs can be thus exploited as innovative designing synthesis route in multilayer technologies for producing nanocomposites
with graded bulk microstructure i.e., gradually varied mechanical,
electrical and thermal properties across the NML thickness.

of the NML stack (i.e. adjacent to the NML surface). A possible
explanation for that can be found by the impact of the substrate
on the first deposited layers on the dislocation loops formation.
Newly deposited layers will redistribute the elastic force also in
the already formed layers underneath. This can affect the earlier
formed dislocation structure (e.g. by a backward slip [66]) by
changing the distribution of plastic strain across the NML thickness. This process should lead to a mechanical balance, constituting a certain shape of elastic strain distribution in nanolayers,
depending on the barriers to slip in the bottom nanolayers. Moreover, important stress contribution normally occurs in the vicinity
of the layer interface zone, whereas stress remains virtually constant over the coating thickness in the remainder of the curve.
The contribution of higher interface stress to a measured mean
value will therefore decrease continuously as the coating thickness
rises. It is then clear that the shape of the strain profile depends on
the thickness distribution of the nanolayers and the distances
between the interfaces.
The shape of the strain depth profile in the W thin film differs
from those of the TTB and OTB NMLs; the W film shows the highest
rate of the strain increase, when moving from the film surface
towards the substrate surface and also exhibits the largest strain
of ~ 3.5% at the film/substrate interface. This difference can be
attributed to the dislocation interaction in the slip systems; since
in NMLs dislocation loops are dominantly gliding in individual
nanolayers due to the discontinuity of the slip systems of adjacent
nanolayers, in a single film dislocations can glide across the film
thickness in the relevant slip planes, being constrained to slip at
the film/substrate interface, thereby acting as obstacles for the
newly-formed dislocations and resulting in the formation of vertical dislocation arrays. In Fig. 6b the W strain depth profile of the
annealed at 600 °C Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} is compared to
that of the as-deposited NML. It follows that the curvature of the
profile is changed upon annealing and the profile is completely
shifted to lower strain levels.
The shape of the strain depth profiles in the Sub + {10Cu/3W} +
{3Cu/3W} and Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} NMLs, parabolic and
near-linear respectively, can be the key to rationalize the dramatic
difference of the Cu surface outflow upon annealing, as observed in
Fig. 2. The Sub + {3Cu/3W} + {10Cu/3W} NML exhibits more pronounced Cu surface outflow than the Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3
W} NML. If to assume that the shape of the strain depth profiles
in Cu nanolayers are similar to those of the W nanolayers, it may
be argued that the confined Cu nanolayers in the NML interior
experience a higher compressive stress state for the Sub + {10C
u/3W} + {3Cu/3W} NML. This in turn would imply that the contribution to stress relaxation by dislocation creep is enhanced in the
Sub + {10Cu/3W} + {3Cu/3W} NML, resulting in less pronounced Cu
outflow by diffusion creep. Thus, the impact of the spatial bilayer
arrangement in the NML volume on the Cu outflow intensity can
be rationalized through the strain distribution in the W and Cu
nanolayers across the NML thickness, supporting the idea, stated
in Section 3.
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5. Conclusions
The effect of a graded bilayer design on the depth distribution of
strain in Cu/W NML, as well as on the mean values of the residual
stresses in nanolayers, were investigated. The strain depth profiles
in NMLs were for the first time experimentally accessed by an
innovative experimental-modelling approach and compared to
the stress measured by the substrate curvature measured during
the different nanolayer deposition steps. It was found that,
although the average stress level in the Cu/W NMLs does not
depend on the arrangement of bilayer blocks in the NML volume,

Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matdes.2021.110002.
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